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ABSTRACT 

UCRL-2747 Rev. 

Multiple production of photons by fast elementary particles 

coupled strongly to the electromagnetic field is treated by semiclassical 

methods. In this approximat.ion, the photons are treated in a precise 

quantum mechanical fashionJJ lWhile the motion of the matter field is 

obtained by classical means but includes radiation reaction effects. 

As a specific example the magnetic monopole is discussed (and another 

possible domain of applicability is pointed out). A possible c9nnection 

with several recent cosmic ray events is investigated. It is shown that 

conventional electrodynamic models (inclUding antiparticle annihilation) 

produce too few photons and magnetic monopoles too manyJJ to account for 

the observed multiplicities • 

... 
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.So Atomic Energy 

Commission while the authors were at the University of California 

Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, California, and appeared as UCRL-2747, 

October S, 1954 • 
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HIGH-ENERGY MULTIPLE PHOTON PRODUCTION 

R. ArnOwitt and s. Oeser 

I. Introduction 

Considerable speculation was aroused last year by several unusual 

cosmic 
1 2 ray events reported b,y groups at Chicago and Torino. Although some 

ot these events may possibly be accounted for on the basis of an electro

magnetic cascade whose initial photons come from a 1f 0 ~ 2"' decay, 

such an eXplanation would require reasonably large statistical fluctuations. 

We explore here instead the possibilities ot obtaining large photon 

multiplicities tram a Single event in the high-anergy region both for 

conventional matter-electromagnetic field couplings and for the more 

novel e.ff'ects introduced by considering also magnetic monopoles. It 

becomes apparent during the course of these calculations that no such 

processes can explain the multiplicities encountered in the new events. 

However, our ~asic interests lie rather with the investigation on a semi

elassical·basis of stro~-coupling, long-range interactions in the domain 

ot high energies. The discussion is couched in terms of the behavior of 

monopoles interacting with electrically charged matter which may be of some 

intrinsic interest. It is possible that at sufficiently high energies the 

conventional electrodyn~nics may be usefully viewed in thi~ fashion. As 

has come to be suspected, the effects of vacuum polarization in shielding 

the bare electric charge tend to decrease at higher energies as one penetrates 
3 

through the virtual pair cloud. Thus in this ~egion, the effective 

coupling constant for the electromagnetic field may indeed be quite large. 

In order to obtain a qualitative idea of the magnitudes to be 

expected, as well as to exhibit the difficulties in explaining the events, 
' 1 

we 'usG numbers of the order given by Schein. Perhaps the most unique 
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characteristic of the event in comparison with other cosmic-ray phenomena 

is the occurrence of a very large photon multiplicity, the quanta appearing 

to emanate from a single near-by point. The extremely narrow angle within 

which all .the photons are found indicates the high energy of the primary 

involved. Furthennore,deeptte this, no attendant charged particlos were 
' . 
observed, nor were any neutral-particle decays leading back to the original 

event seen, although a .considerable length of emulsion was exposed and 

sc~nned by.Schein1s technique. Thus, any explanation must ensure that the 

prima~i·es. (which interact with the electromagnetic field) not be visible on 
. . 

Schein's plate. The point of origin ot the event ca~ be traced back to the 

vicinity of the aluminum exposure box surrounding the pellicles, indicating 

the possibility that this material played a role in triggering the·event. 

It is clear that no calculation based on perturbation theory can be 

useful in the discussion of such a phenomenon. What is needed is a more 

rigorous treatment of the coupled-fields problem. Although, of course, 

such a formalism does not exist, it is possible to treat the boson field 

rigorously while approximating the matter field by an external current. 

~This would appear to deal with the important aspects of the interactions 

correctly, as it is the multiplicity of the bosone that is moat unusual. 

Fur~hermore, although in this approximation the matter field is taken as a 

prescribed current, radiation reaction effects on it can be included in the 

calculation of the current by classical means, and indeed are essential at 

these.energies. 

4 The particular procedure that we employ yields directly the 

probability·for the production ·Of a given number of photons under the action 

of aey prescribed current. At the same time, (less reliable) information 

is available as to the energy and angular distributions of the emitted quanta. 
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We may note that this tormallmn can be' Used for annihilation aa well &a tor 

scattering events by a suitable redefinition ot the current. 

· As mentioned previously 8 it is essential that the orbits ot the . 

·~barged particles involved be calculated in such a way ae to include 

radiation reaction effects. For high-eneru phenomena, tortunate)Jr~ a . . 5 ·. 
icle;ssical c_alculation is availablc 0 first given by Pomeranch~ke In thia 

domidn it would seem that quantum effects would be emall and suoh a 

calculation should be adequate. 

n, Formulation ot the Theorz 
4 . . . . 

The thcor,y of multiple-photon production has as a consequence 

that the probability tor the emission ot n quanta~ Pn ~ b.Y & prescribed 

current, j~ , obeys the familiar Poisson distribution~ 

(1). 

where W is a functional of j,- given by 

(2) 

For sufficiently large W, the most probable rrilmber ot.photone 

emitted·is ·n = W. For. emall W, the most. probable event, ot course, is 

zero photons emitted, hi~1er multiplicities being success~vely leas probable.· 

The dispersion is the R charact.e.ristio ot a Poisson distribution. 

In the toDowing, it is convenient to repreAent w .as an integral 

in inom'8ntum spa.ce~ We then have, in general, for the moat probable n\l1t)ber 
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o't emitted quanta (for large \v) an expression of the form 

n ':::! W : ) n(e, k) k
2 

dk d ..n. • (3) 

Equation (3) thus furnishee us with a distribution of the quanta in angle 

and m.ornent1.mr ranges, which may be compared with the observed distribution .. 

The various production mechanisms may be characteriKed b.1 the 

effective current d.ensity jf'- (x) to which they eorrespond. Since in 

each case one considers ~h~ radiation as being due to the acceleration of 

(poss1bl1) several charged particles, J~ bas the general to~ 

(4) 

The sum extends over the relevant particleeJ ~ (t) ~nd r1(t) are the 
1 

velocity and position of the ith particle, while q1 represents t.he 

•charge" on the particle .. 
6 

For the models involving monopoles, the roles of E and B are 
-
interchanged. If one considers only the two-field problem (i.e., neglects 

the coupling to the electron field), the entire formalism outlined above 

&oes through unaltered. Here, however:, ~ would represent the monopole's 

coupling constant., 

To determine. the orbits tor the scattering models to be inserted 

in Eq. (4), we employ the classical equations of motion tor oharged pa~i'oles, 

·.including racl1ation clamping• 

m du~ 
·iS 

' ( 2 ' 2 ) _ q p u + 2 q2 d u~. + u u. d u" 
- )4'1 II - -:-'2 )4 V - 2 

~ · da de ' (5) 

where 'l"'v is the externa+ fielcl, u/"- : dx)'/de and· s is the proper 
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time. Using a high-energy approximation developed in Reference· 5, and 

assuming rectilinear motion along the x-axie (neglecting deflection tor the. 

moment) one obtains7 

[{- ~2(x) 
X 

S dx g(x) P (6) 
gO 

where 

and v1 ie the incident veloo1t.)". In our models ot- the ooamio ra7 evente, . 

the external field. iS the Coulomb field of an atom. To within deaire4 

aecuraoy, it is there adequate to replaoG B by a constant ot magnitude 

over the Fermi-Thomas radius, r 
0 9 and zero outside. Thus 

2 2 
Z e 
7 

0 

Integrating Eq •. (6) gives 

vi 

V(t) 
-1 . 

= cos (gt+ cos Vi) 

cos (gt0~ COB-l V1) 

t< 0 

0 ( t. ( t
0 

- 't -- t >'to 

(7a) 

(8) 

where t 
0 

is the time or traversal ( t "'.::!. r 
0

/ c) and V t is the tinal 
' .o 

' 
velocity. Thus r{t) may be obtained by a simple integration of Eq. (S). . . 

As we shall. see below, W is insensitive to the particular shape ot the 

particle's orbit. The significant information ~btained from the above 
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analJais is the final velocity ot the particle (iee., the energy loss) and 

the amount ot deflection it undergoes. In general, at these energies, 

it will be seen that ~he following simplified path is adequate to calculate W: 

t( 0 

V(t) : (9) 

Turning now to the annihilation models, we note that although the 

phenomenon or pair annihilation is of quantum origin, it ~ (tor obtaining . 

approximate multiplicities) alao be characterized b,y an effective current. 

For a tast antiparticle incident upon a s~ationaey particle this current 

· la clearl7 given by 

t.( 0 

0 

(10) 

where V 1 is the incoming velocity. · 

Finall7, for the annihilation of a tast positroni~like structure, 

the current takes the form 

q Dvi' 1) ~ (r - Vit) - (Vi, 1) £ (r- Vit - r (t))] 

. ~< 0 

0 ' t.>o 
(11) 

Here f (t') is a small distance of the. size of the Bohr orbit which goes to 

aerO at t ::: OJ ite analytic tonn may be said to summarize the internal 

structure ot the bound state. 

Eqs. (6) and (!J) yield the energy lose in a collision. While we 

•. 
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shall diaoues the specific results for eao~ case later, it is interesting 

to not~ th~ explicit dependence upon the various parameters, 

eo 

: ..!!!.. + f dx g(x) = 
e. 1 - ·= 

(12) . 

where S 
1 

and f t 'are the initial and final energies respectively. For 

extremely high-energy incident particles the 'second.term on the right-

hand. Bide gives a. lower limit tor the final energy. Because of the strong . 

mass. and "charge" dependence appearing in thie termp onlY particles with 

light mass Mel (or) large "charge~t can radiata appreciably. It ie, however, 

not sufficient for the particle t.o radiate an amount of energr compatible 

with Schein's measurements (ass for examplep might be achieved b.r decreasi~ 
' 

the impact parameter r
0

)J the particle must radiate a coneiderabl$ fraction 

ot its incident energy in order that it b~ adequatelY deflected eo-as not 

to appear on the plate. 

As mentioned above, the details of the path are not. relevant in , . 

calculating W for ~ollision models. In momentum space, W mq be . 

written au 

IS -1 \k\ (t - n•r(t)) · · } 
2 

e · Vp( t) dt . , 

(13) 
-J . 

whe~e n : k/tkf' and th$ 1ntegrat1o~ over· k0 has been performed. 

Integrating once by pa.rt.a gives 
t· 

-~-~-
0 

... -1,k1(t-n.·:r(t)) · ) .., d ~(t· 

. 
0 

Cit.· l - n•V(t) 

2' 

4tl . 
(14) 
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In this form, the restriction that radiation will occur only when there is 

an acceleration is obvious.· As is well known, the behavior of the time 

integration of Eq. (14) is governed by the behavior of the phase. When the 

latter is very small, the exponential may be placed equal to unit7 and the 

intogr~l is seen to depend only on the initial and final velocities. Since, 

in thie case, the current changes . rapidly in comparison to the radiated 

frequency (taking into account the Dopplerehift), a d~scontinuous approximation 

may be used' for the velocity (Eq. (9)). In our case the phase has ~he order 

ot magnitude 

(15) 

since the radiation is almost entirely in the forward direction. Inserting 

~A;,. 10
12 ev (the order ot the Schein energies), t 0 ,.v-lO-l9 see (the 

-14 ( . time of transit across an atomic distance) and 1- v1· ~10 sine& 

E/m tv' 10 7) ,· the phase is of the order of 10-6 radians. 8 

In the 11 sudden" approximation, the k integration of Eq. (14) 

diverges logarithmically at both ends. The low-frequency infinit7 is the 

t~niliar infrared catastrophe that always occurs in this type of problem. 

·.As usual, a cutoff ie to be inserted c;orresponding to the lowest observable 

photon frequency. The ultraviolet divergence is due solely to the. use of 

the sudden-approximation. An instantaneous acceleration implies that an 

infinit~ energy has been fed into the particle, and ie eas~ remedied b.y 

cutting oft the integral at the maximum energy available. Had a more 

realistic path boen used, the exponential that we neglected would indeed 

have furnished such a cutoff • 

. We conclude this section by noting that in the sudden appt.oximntion 
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· lq. (14) beoomee9 

(16) 

III. Conventional ElectrodYD!ffiic.Models 

We now apply the resUlts of the preceding section to various models 

which remain within the framework of conventional electrodynamics. To begin 

with, we consider the bremsstrahlung of a fast proton or electron· when 

colliding with an aluminum Coulomb field. In both cases W ~ the optimal _ 

number of photons radiated, is ~ l~ This may be seen easily be inserting 

into Eq. (16) the values q :" ep ~ = 1013 ev (an ·extreme upper limit to 

the e~ergies measured by Schein), kmin = 10
6 ev (tho energy required for a 

. -L\ 
photon to materialize into a pair and he~oe a _lower limit), 1- vi rv .10 ' 

and Vr = 0 ~again as an extreme). Further, tor a proton having an impact 

parameter of the order of a Fermi-Thomas radius (lo-9 em), it may easily be. 

seen from Eq. · (12) that the energy loss is negligible (~'¥" kev). It would 
-12 require an impact parameter r = 10 . em to obtain energy losaee 

0 

comparable to those obeerv_ed. Aside from the improbability or such close 

collisionB, the energy loss is so small a fraction-of the initial energy 
. . 3 . 

(.one part in 10 ) that the deflection would be negligible and the particle '· 

would certainly have been observed on Schein's plate, Already here and 

even more eo at smaller impact parameters, one woU11 expect some evidencs 

ot nuclear interactions (meson production, etc.). For electrons, the 
9 . 

energy radiated at the Fermi-Thomas radius ie still only~ lO ev. 
. u . 

Although it is possible· to make the electron radiate.~ 10 . ev,b.Y 

reducing the impact parameter (also, thereby, ob~~ining a larger'deflection), 
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the multiplicity n < 1 is ao small that this model does not bear 
~ 

serious consideration. 

It might be eupposed that if the charge on the primary were raised 

the multiplicity might be adjusted correctly. While this is so for an ion 

of effective charge 10, this increase is compensated in Eqo (12) by the 

increase in mass~ and the deflection remains much too smallo 

Finally we consider modele based upon a·rast antiparticle (positron 

or antiproton) annihilation. The j~ for auch a process has been given 

in Eq. (10). Again .the curront has the eame general magnitude as in the 

scattering mod_els (q = e) 11 ·and a similar calculation tor n IV W confirms 
10 

the value tor multiplicity-~ 1. 

Thus, it is clear thnt in order to obtain both a high multiplicity 

and large energy loss and deflection it is necessary to pootulate a particle, 

with small mass and large effective coupling to the electromagnetic field. 

IV •. The Magnetic Monopole 

A quantum theory of the magnetic monopole and its interaction with 
11 ordinary electrodynamics has been given by Dirac. One necessary conse~enCD 

of the quantization ot the electromagnetic field in this theory is the 

fundamental relation between e and the monopole coupling~ g , 

~- i 
4 

or 

(17) 

In the theor,y of Dirac, neither of the charged particles is represented b,y 

second-quantized fields. Indeed, the difficulty in formulating the general 

three-field problem lies in the nonexistence of potentials. Of course, 

.either of the two-field interactions can be treated in the usual fashion, 

the monopole-electromagnetic syste.m be:i.ng identical to ordinary electro-
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dynamics ·with e -~og, Thus, within this 

framework, tho general boson production formulae hold, j~ now 

representing the monopole current. We reserve discussion of the implications 

ot the three-field problem for the next aection. Since our proposed model 

remains within the simpler two-field assumption we proceed with the 

calculations on the basis of the already developed theory (Section II). 

The energy loss given b7 Eq. (12) is still valid, as Eq. (7) i.e 
+ invariant under the transformation F ,.~ ~ F I'" • Taking the mass of the 

12 
pole to be about electronic mass (i.e., t i tv 5 x 10 ev), we find that 

. 6 
almost all tho energy has been radiated, i.e •. , f t ~'-' 10 ev (for 

-9 ' 
r0 ~ 10 em). The necesait7 of this choice of mass becomes clearer upon 

consideration of the deflection, An adequate idea of its magnitude may be 

obtained !rom ~imple conside~:-ations Gf the momentum aoquired in the y, 

direction (py) owing to the bending effect of the.Coulomb fieldl 

dpl - g Ze· vx , Py N 
g - Ze_g* 

I dt 4Trr2 t 47rr0 (1,8) 0 

Hence the deflection angle e. is given by 

tan Z e g .I"'J 0.4 •. 

4trr
0 

m 
(19) 

Examination of the geometry involved in the Schein plates indicates that 

such a deflection could send the monopole away from the pellicles. 

It may be pointed out that all but a small !~action of the energy 

has b~on radiated before any appreciable deflection has occurred. (Thus 

this large angle does not disagree with the observed narrow angle of the . . . 

shower, and the calculations given below assuming rectilinear motion are 
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adequate.) This may be seen qualitative~ from the fact that tan 9 at 

any point in the collision will have the extra factor or [1 -. V2
(t) 

As soon as this term approaches unity, the energy has been mostly radiated. 

We now consider the distribution of emitted quanta in energy and 

angle n ( 9, k) v In calculating W as ) k
2 

dk d.fL n ( e, k) we have 

attempted to roughly take correlations into account, that is to say, the 

successive emissions are not strictly independent (owing to the requirements 

of conservatio-n). The derivation of the Poisson distribution neglects this, 

and we shall to same extent remedy this oversimplification. The effect-

. 5 2 of the correlations may be divided between th~ k dk and dJl-

integrations on the physical grounds that the former should have an upper 

cutoff (which reflects the fact that no one photon will have an excessive 

energy), while the latter should be restricted to a narrow forward cone<

(because of the primary' e high forward velocity during emission, as 

evidenced in the transformation from the c .m. to lab. frame). More 

explicitly, we considered the available phase apace for the n emitted 
12 

photons in the c.m. frame, took the nth root to represent a "mean" 

photon, and equated the result (upon the transforming to the I:ab.- frame) 

. to the ) _ d.3k of W. The numerical factors appearing in the c .m. 

phase space (which are due to the energy conservation law) .were used to 

give an energy ( S k 
2 

dk) cutoff, while thos_e resulting from the 

transformation to the_~ab. system furnished the allowod cone angle. We 

shall merely quote the result here that 

-.3 and the cone angle em ,_, 10 radian. 

~ax" N ...L ~ primacy energy 1 

' .300 ' 
~r answer, then, for the number 

of quanta emitted below an energy k and within an angle e is 

proportional to 

I ' 
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e k 

N(a, k) -- s s ' 
0 kmin 

(20) 

where kmin = 5 x 10~ ev (the lowest observed pair energy), 1- Vi= lo-
14

, 

and ~ ::' 1010 ev. We note that there is a logarithmic dependence in 

both distributions. The total number of quanta emitted when correlations 
3 are included turns out to be~ 10. Thus the monopole is much too stronglf 

coupled to account for the Schein event. 

Just as particle-antiparticle bound states exi~t in ordinary 

electrodynmics, a structure similar to this may· be envisaged in the 

monopole case. We shall speak of them in analogy to the well-known 

positronium system. Since the couplingwould of course be strong, the 

similarity·between the two structures is to be viewed only in a purely 

qualitative fashion. One assumes that a fast, stable bound state makes 

a transition into a state of short lifetime because of interaction with 

the alUminum's Coulomb field. 

Setting (phenomenologically) for the current in Eq. (11) f (t) -:1t f
0 

for t. ( 0. and zero for 

number of photons emitted 

is no longer a problem. 

t > 0, one can find in the usual fashion that the 

is-~ 20 for P ~ . 10-l3 em. Here deflection 
} 0"" 

Unfortunately the significant characteristics of such bound states 

cannot be calculated in this strong coupling theory. In particular, it 

is essential to have some idea as to the lifetimes of the states involved, 

which requires a quantum theoretical investigation. While nothing positive 

can be stated on this problem, the strong coupli~ need not imply very 

short lifetimes. One would expect the decay probability for an annihilation 
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2 
to be proportional to something like ~~(0)} • The behavior of wave 

functions for Coulombic fields with effective coupling constants greater 
13 

than one have been investigated by Case. There it was observed that the 
2 

1 'f' .<r >1 wave function is highly oscillatory near the origin and hence 

may average to a small quantity for small r. 

V. Conclusions 

In this work we have investigated a possible method of dealing 

with strong-coupling electro~amic forces. One such example is the theor.y 

ot tho magnetic monopoles. There» the, coupling is.indeed large and multiple 

processes are quite favored. It should be remember~d, however, that the 

investigation of monopole phenomena should really be conducted within a 

three-field framework. The general question concerning the possibility of 

formulating the full problem along the desired lines is one that cannot be 

adequately treated because of the lack of a suitable Lagrangian. The two

field approximation employed throughout cannot therefore be validated. It 

seemS likely 1 hOWeVer 1 that if monopoleS exist at all, tl)e 'SUCCeSS Of 

ordinar,y electrodynamics would weigh in favor of the simple approximation 

used. ·A more involved question nrises concerning renormaliza.tion. If it is 

assumed that this concept remains valid in t}1e 'three-field problem,.the lack 

of gauge covariance may imply an absence of Ward's identity. In any event, 

it remains to be seen how the Dirac condition, eg/4 = !, is to be 

interpreted in the light of charg'e renormalization. Its derivation, of 

course, is in terms of unrenormalized quantities. 

So far as the new cosmic ray events are concerned, it is not 

surprising th~t weak-coupling electrodynamics is totally inadequate. On . 

the other.ha.nd, the monopole coupling was found to be too strong.14 However, 

as was mentioned earlier, one method of envisaging a considerably stronger 

/ 
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coupling than G>( : 1/137 ia related to the penetration to the bare 

charge at high enough energy. On purely heuristic grounds, it ie possible 

to accou:nt tor the· high 111Ultipllcit1 with a particle ot charge C) ,..., Be 
and electronic use. Ot couree the domain ot energy where the ettective 

charge le appreciablT increased ie not knowne Should euoh energise tura 

out to be not too exceeaiva, calculations along the linea perto~ed here 

m8¥ prove ot some belp. 

I 
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